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Greetings,
Do you love America? Buy patriotic wine at LibertyTribute
Wines (and read more about their business below).
In an ALIGN reader exclusive, use code ALIGN1776 to enjoy
17.76% off of your purchase and $17.76 flat rate shipping on up
to 12 bottles.

Claim your exclusive offer
with code ALIGN1776

Happy Independence Day!
It’s easy to rag on America. Criticizing your country is just about the
definition of “patriotism” to today's left. But even on the right, it’s
common to look around and wonder what on earth happened to the
land that I love.
That being said, we’ve got some reason for hope. If you love gun
rights, babies, and prayer, the Supreme Court just executed a threepunch combo that defended all-of-the-above, sending pajama boy,
girlboss, and your local pink-haired commie home crying. Too bad
pickups can’t run on liberal tears.
If your flag is flying just a little bit higher this holiday weekend, we’ve
got some true American businesses below that can help you celebrate.
Down with tyranny, and happy Fourth of July!

Let's reach everyone who knows a better way is possible. Forward this issue to your friends and invite them to sign up for ALIGN.

The Better Alternative
Christmas has ugly sweaters. Halloween has ill-fitting costumes. Why
shouldn’t we dress up for Independence Day too? That’s right, there’s
no excuse.
Thankfully, it seems like traditionalists and conservatives have just
about cornered the patriotic apparel market, so there are a good
number of aligned clothing businesses to choose from. One of our
favorites is Shield Republic. Their clothes send a message. Literally.
Any beer-drinking, gun-shooting, freedom-loving, patriotic American
should be able to find a tank, tee, hat or more that really speaks to
your heart.
Another great option is Rural Cloth—clothing made for Americans
who know that food doesn’t come pre-plastic-wrapped, and that
nature doesn’t give a lick about your intersectional diversity. Rural
Cloth has all American designs and a team that respects not only red
America, but also the simple things in life like hunting, fishing, and
the beauty of nature. Meant for rural Americans (or rural Americans
at heart), they have what you need to let your country side come out.
Nine Line is another strong choice. They have a made in the U.S.A.
section and are pro-veteran, pro-first responder, pro-Second
Amendment, and, most importantly, pro-American. They’ve got a ton
of options for summer and winter along with a wide selection of
accessories like drinkware, belts, and wallets. Take a look, and you
won’t be disappointed.

If you know of a business that shares your values, let us know so we can spread the word.

Business Spotlight
As you stock up for the Fourth, we have a few ideas to help fill your
fridge and booze cabinet. To start, grab a few bottles of Liberty
Tribute Wines (remember, use code ALIGN1776 at checkout for
17.76% off!). They may be in the deep blue sea of California, fighting
the good fight by growing their grapes outside of a town called Paso
Robles, but they are nonetheless good patriots, and they love the
Founders. In fact, they love the Founders so much that every wine
they sell is named after a great American from the Revolutionary era.
To round out whatever you’re grilling (because, of course, you’ll be
grilling on Monday), try out Wickles pickles. We love them because
they just sell pickles. That’s it. They don’t push politics on their
customers, and they’re featured in stores throughout America.

The Bigger Picture
Some things are timeless. As you prepare for Independence Day, we
hope you’ll give this classic piece from The American Mind a read
entitled “What We Celebrate on the Fourth.” Here's a taste:

“Even today, much of mankind is not fortunate enough to live in a
country where those equal rights we humans possess by nature are
observed and respected. Yet every person who incorporates the
founders’ vision brings us closer to the time when equal rights can be
secured for all. That we live in the country dedicated from its very
birth to securing equal rights for all citizens is the precious gift of the
founders—one we celebrate each year on the Fourth of July.”

Get Involved

Jobs

Let us know your interests
and join our online forum.

New Founding is hiring! If you
or someone you know is seeking

Add your business and its

a job aligned with their values,

products and services to
our directory, or

you can also peruse the open
community jobs board where our

recommend an aligned
business to our community.

members can list roles for which
they are hiring.

Subscribe to this newsletter
and invite your friends to
do the same.
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